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Chapter 2
Dressing in a K-matrix
approach
2.1 Introduction
Pion-nucleon scattering at very low energies can be described in the ap-
proximation in which the scattering amplitude is given by a sum of tree Feyn-
man diagrams. To go beyond this approximation, one has to take into account
pion rescattering contributions, i.e. one has to have a scheme for calculating
pion-nucleon loop corrections. We use a two-stage approach to calculate these
loop corrections. In the rst stage, we solve a system of coupled integral equa-
tions for the NN vertex and nucleon propagator. This solution amounts to
a nonperturbative dressing of a bare NN vertex and the free nucleon prop-
agator with the principal-value parts of loop integrals. The K matrix is con-
structed as a sum of tree-like diagrams in which, however, the dressed vertices
and propagators are used. In the second stage of the approach, the pole parts
of the loop integrals are included in the T matrix through unitarization of
the K matrix. In both stages of the calculation we adhere to the same model
assumptions and use the same representation of the eective Lagrangian. In
particular, 4-point NN vertices are excluded from this representation.
The essential ingredients of the approach are explained in this chapter,
where, for clarity, we will work in a simplied model including only nucleons
and pions. The most important feature of the dressing procedure for the
NN vertex and nucleon propagator is the use of dispersion relations. There
are two main reasons for using such a technique. Firstly, this allows us to
formulate the dressing procedure in terms of NN vertices of the same type
as required for the construction of the K matrix, namely, the half-o-shell
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vertices. Secondly, through the use of dispersion relations we incorporate
certain analyticity constraints in the K-matrix approach. These aspects will
be addressed in the description of the dressing procedure in Section 2.4 and in
a perturbative analysis of the T matrix in Section 2.5. A numerical example
of the calculated half-o-shell NN form factors and the nucleon self-energy
is discussed in Section 2.6.
2.2 K-matrix approach
First we give essential formulae of the K-matrix approach [47, 16] in the
context of pion-nucleon scattering. The S matrix is expressed in terms of the
scattering amplitude T (the T matrix) by
S = 1 + 2iT : (2.1)
A two-body (N) unitary
1
S matrix can be obtained if T is a solution of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation [21]
T = V + V G T ; (2.2)
where V is the kernel (potential) and G is a N propagator. Usually, V is
taken as a sum of tree diagrams in which free propagators and bare vertices
are used. We also adhere to this assumption throughout.
Any integral over the 4-momenta in G can be split into its pole and
principal-value parts by writing G as the sum
G = iÆ + G
R
; (2.3)
where the pole contribution, denoted by iÆ, describes the propagation of an
on-shell nucleon and an on-shell pion, and the regular contribution, denoted
by G
R
, corresponds to the situation when either one or both particles in the
intermediate N state are o the mass shell. The invariant functions in terms
of which a N loop integral is written (for example, self-energy functions or




It is this separation of the pole and principal-value parts that is exploited
in the K-matrix formalism. Namely, on dening the K matrix by the equation




Unless specied otherwise, the discussion in this thesis will be limited to two-body uni-
tarity only.
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Eq. (2.2) can be written in the form
T = K + K iÆ T ; (2.5)




The S matrix can be obtained in a two step approach: 1) given a potential V ,
construct K according to Eq. (2.4), and 2) solve Eq. (2.5) for the amplitude
T and use Eq. (2.1) to calculate the S matrix.
Given a hermitian K matrix, Eq. (2.5) can be solved relatively easily {
for instance, by expanding K in partial wave amplitudes and using Eq. (2.6).
The simplicity of Eq. (2.5) is due to the fact that it contains iÆ, thus involving
integrals only over the mass shells of intermediate particles. By iterating a
hermitian K matrix according to Eq. (2.5), the pole parts of the loop integrals
are included which are necessary for the unitarity of the S matrix. To solve
Eq. (2.4) is harder since one has to integrate over o-shell 4-momenta of
G
R
. For this reason one usually avoids solving Eq. (2.4) in K-matrix models
[16{19] by approximating K by a sum of tree level diagrams in which free
propagators and bare vertices are used, i.e. K = V , which is equivalent to
setting G
R
= 0 (see Eq. (2.4)). Thus, in this approximation only the pole
parts of the loop integrals are retained in the T matrix and the principal-
value parts are neglected and therefore the loop integrals are written in terms
of purely imaginary invariant functions. Having identically zero real parts,
such invariant functions do not obey the necessary analyticity constraints
which require the real parts to be related to the imaginary parts through
a dispersion integral. Consequently, if one sets K = V , analyticity of the
scattering amplitude cannot be fullled, which is the main drawback of this
common approximation.
In the present approach the K matrix is constructed as the sum of diagrams
shown in Fig. 2.1 (throughout this chapter, only the pion and nucleon degrees
of freedom are included). The K matrix is explicitly crossing symmetric,
being the sum of an uncrossed and crossed diagrams. These diagrams contain
dressed NN vertices and nucleon propagators and thus are not the usual s-
and u-type tree diagrams
2
. In the dressed vertices and propagators, only the
real parts of the form factors and self-energy functions enter since Eq. (2.4)
requires that only the principal-value parts of loop integrals must be included
2
The tree diagrams with dressed vertices and propagators are sometimes called \skeleton
diagrams" [48], to emphasize their dierence from the ordinary tree diagrams composed of
free propagators and bare vertices.
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in K. The corresponding pole parts are generated in the T matrix through
Eq. (2.5). We exclude 4-point NN (and higher-point) vertices at all stages
+
Figure 2.1: The sum of diagrams included in the calculation of the K matrix in the model
with nucleons and pions only. The solid lines are nucleons, the dashed lines pions. The
nucleon propagators are dressed, as indicated by the thicker lines. The circle represents
the dressed NN vertex.
of the calculations, and the discussion is carried out solely in terms of the
nucleon self-energy and form factors in the NN vertex. In other words, the
eective pion-nucleon interaction Lagrangian is assumed to contain only 3-
point NN vertices. The NN vertices needed for the construction of the K
matrix are so-called half-o-shell vertices, which contain one o-shell nucleon,
while the other nucleon and the pion are on-shell.
Once the K matrix is constructed, the T matrix is calculated from Eq. (2.6)
using a partial wave decomposition as in Refs. [17, 19], and the S matrix
obtained from Eq. (2.1) obeys two-body unitarity exactly.
2.3 Structure of the NN vertex
The irreducible (or proper) NN vertex operator can be dened as the
sum of all connected Feynman diagrams with one incoming nucleon (carrying
the momentum
3
p), one outgoing nucleon (p
0
) and one pion (q = p  p
0
), with
the propagators for the external legs stripped away. The most general form





































































wherem denotes the nucleon mass and 

;  = 1; 2; 3; are the isospin Pauli ma-
trices. The full-o-shell form factors G
i
depend on the three Lorentz scalars,
3
Unless specied otherwise, when saying \momentum", we shall imply \4-momentum".
4
The notation and conventions of Refs. [49] are used throughout this thesis.







. Usually the situation is considered in which both nucleons















) enters in Eq. (2.7). By contrast, to calculate the diagrams for
the K matrix in Fig. 2.1 we need half-o-shell NN vertices, in which the
















denotes the pion mass.
If the operator of Eq. (2.7) acts on the positive energy spinor u(p
0
) to


























). Similarly, if the initial nucleon is on


















) are left. Charge








































Hence, we can consider only the vertex with the outgoing on-shell nucleon.
Omitting the trivial arguments in G
i












































in all expressions for the vertex. Along with Eq. (2.9), we shall use another














































denote the form factors corresponding to the usual pseudoscalar and pseu-
dovector couplings.
2.4 Dressing the NN vertex and nucleon propaga-
tor
2.4.1 Preliminary considerations
The dressing of the nucleon propagator and NN vertex with pion-nucleon
loops, developed in our approach, is in many respects similar to solving the
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Dyson equation [48] coupled with an equation for the vertex. Therefore, a
discussion of these equations, presented in this subsection, helps expound the
actual dressing procedure, to be described in Subsections 2.4.2{2.4.4.
Solving the Dyson equation is, in principle, equivalent to summing up all
pion-nucleon loop corrections to the free nucleon propagator. Part of these
can be regarded as loop corrections to a NN vertex. Thus, such a dressing
with the pion-nucleon loops can be conveniently formulated as a system of
coupled integral equations for the propagator and the vertex. Unfortunately,
to solve these equations in their full complexity is impossible as the general
equation for the vertex cannot be written in a closed form: the unknown
vertex enters in an innite number of terms on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of
the equation [11, 51]. Therefore, in formulating a dressing procedure based
on the Dyson equation, one has to truncate the r.h.s. of the general equation
for the NN vertex. This results in a closed system of integral equations for
the propagator and vertex. As a prelude to our dressing procedure, let us


































































































is the pion propagator (which we assume to
be free), S
0
(p) = (/p  m + i0)
 1






a bare NN vertex and (p) the nucleon self-energy
5
. The last two terms in
the equation for the self-energy are part of the renormalization procedure and
will be discussed in Section 2.4.3. The graphical representation of Eqs. (2.12)
is shown in Fig. 2.2. These equations describe a nonperturbative dressing
of the propagator and vertex with an innite number of pion-nucleon loops.
The second of Eqs. (2.12) is the Dyson equation, and the rst is a truncated
version of the general integral equation for the vertex function. The equation




For brevity throughout this thesis we use the term \self-energy" for the one-particle
irreducible part of the self-energy, which is sometimes also called \the mass operator".
6
General properties of such equations have been discussed in Ref. [52].





Figure 2.2: The graphical representation of Eqs. (2.12). The notation is the same as in
Fig. 2.1. In addition, the triangle stands for the counterterm contribution to the nucleon
self-energy. In the equation for the irreducible vertex the propagator of the incoming
o-shell nucleon is stripped away, as indicated by the dash. The lines with crosses are
on-shell.
cation resulting in Eqs. (2.12) can be illustrated at the two-loop level. While
all seven terms in Fig. 2.3 should be present on the r.h.s. of the most general
equation for the vertex, the lower terms, including the crossed loop and the
loop with a dressed pion propagator, are not generated by Eqs. (2.12). There
Figure 2.3: The ve upper loops are included in the dressing described by Eqs.(2.12);
the lower loops are truncated.
are two main reasons for the truncation of the crossed loop diagrams in our
model. One of the reasons is that, due to the essential two-loop topology of the
crossed loop diagrams, their calculation is considerably (if not prohibitively)
more involved as compared to the loop diagrams of the kind shown in the
upper part of Fig. 2.3. The latter have a one-loop topology, the higher loops
being corrections to the vertices and propagators included in the leading loop,
and therefore a solution of Eqs. (2.12) can be set up which involves recursive
calculations of a one-loop diagram in which at each iteration step vertices and
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propagators from the previous iteration step are substituted. The actual iter-
ation procedure applied in this model should, in addition, yield a vertex which
is suitable for the application in the K-matrix approach. This requirement is
related to the other reason for excluding the crossed loop vertex corrections.
Since this reason can be made clear only after the dressing procedure has been
explained, we postpone its discussion until Section 2.5. The second diagram
in the lower part of Fig. 2.3 is truncated since we do not consider dressing of
the pion propagator. This point will be addressed further in Section 2.4.3.
As mentioned earlier, our dressing procedure does not amount to solving
Eqs. (2.12) as they stand. Rather, we will show in the following three subsec-
tions that the actual equations solved in our approach are given by Eqs. (2.30)
which, although having many similarities with, are nevertheless dierent from
Eqs. (2.12). The most important dierence stems from the observation that
the loop integrals arising from Eqs. (2.12) contain both pole and regular parts,
whereas Eq. (2.4) requires that the dressed vertices and propagators used in
the K matrix must contain only the regular parts.
2.4.2 Dressing procedure
We shall denote the half-o-shell vertices as  

(p) wherever possible, drop-
ping the trivial parameters for brevity. In the dressing procedure we take
advantage of the analyticity properties of the form factors and the self-energy
functions [11, 14]: at each iteration step, the imaginary parts of these Lorentz
invariant functions are obtained by applying cutting rules to the integrals
in Eqs. (2.12), and the real parts are calculated through the application of
dispersion relations.
Since we do not consider asymptotic states with a nucleon and more than
one pion, in applying Cutkosky rules [53, 54] only the one-pion threshold
discontinuity of the loop integrals is taken into account and hence the cut
nucleon and pion propagators depending on momentum p are taken as














respectively, which amounts to putting p on the mass shell.
The dressing procedure can be explained best by going in some detail
through one complete step of the iteration procedure. From the nth itera-





) which dene the vertex
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where the term in square brackets is the loop contribution 
n
L
(p) to the self-




= m  Æm are renormalization constants
as dened in Section 2.4.3.
At the next, (n + 1)st, iteration step, the imaginary parts of the form
factors and the self-energy functions arise from the pole parts of the loop
integrals shown in Fig. 2.4 These contributions occur when the momenta
in the loops are such that the contour of integration is \pinched" between
the poles of the pion and nucleon propagators, hence the cut through these














Figure 2.4: The pole contributions of iteration step n + 1 to the self-energy (the
left picture) and the vertex (the right picture), as expressed by Eqs. (2.15-2.19). The
notation is as in Fig. 2.2, with the subscript R indicating that the vertex and propagator
are calculated using only the real parts of the form factors and self-energy functions. The
cuts through pion-nucleon loops are shown explicitly, where the energy ows through the
cut from the left to the right.
parts of the form factors and self-energy functions from the previous step n
are retained in calculating the pole contributions at step n+1. We will further
elaborate on this point later in this subsection and in Section 2.5.
The pole contributions in Fig. 2.4, which will be labelled by the subscript














where the subscript R denotes the vertex in which only the real parts of
the form factors G
n
1;2


































The explicit form for I
pole









) can now readily be written using Eq. (2.14).
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 (m + m

) is the one-pion threshold,
and P denotes the principal-value integral.




















































where the last integral is independent of p
0
, the momentum of the outgoing
on-shell nucleon, as shown in Appendix B. The factor ( 1) in Eq. (2.19) stems
from commuting the isospin matrices. The kinematics of the cut vertex loop










































(see Appendix B for details).
To construct the real parts of the form factors we take advantage of their
































where the rst term on the r.h.s. derives from the bare vertex in Eqs. (2.12),
which is used at the zeroth iteration step. In the simplied model of this

























in terms of Eq. (2.10). When presenting the full model in the next chapter, it
will be shown that an agreement with experiment can be achieved for pion-
nucleon scattering only provided the amount of pseudoscalar admixture in
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the NN vertex is small, which is supported by chiral symmetry. We use
unsubtracted dispersion relations Eqs. (2.17,2.20) since convergence of the









) will be further discussed later in this
subsection as well as in Subsection 2.4.3 and Section 2.6.
There are a few points that need special stressing here.
 In calculating the imaginary parts for the (n + 1)st iteration step, we
retain only the real parts of the form factors from the nth step (as pointed
out above, the self-energy functions entering in the cut vertex loop are real
automatically due to the kinematics). This is required by Eqs. (2.4,2.5). To




in Eqs. (2.15,2.18,2.19), the on-shell contribution iÆ would be counted twice
for every N propagator G appearing in the one-particle reducible graphs
contributing to the T matrix. An illustration of this statement will be given
in Section 2.5.
 Except the cuts depicted in Fig. 2.4, any other cuts of the loop diagrams
result in vanishing contributions. Firstly, cuts through the circles in Fig. 2.4




i.e. if the imaginary parts of the form factors from the iteration step n were
retained. Secondly, since the outgoing nucleon and the pion are on-shell, cuts
through any other pair of propagators in the vertex loop give rise to products
of Æ- and -functions which are zero identically.




both sides of the cut are taken into account. Seemingly, this is in conict with
the Dyson equation in Fig. 2.2, where the second circle (dressed vertex) would
lead to a double counting of pion-nucleon loops. However, the presence of the
two circles in the cut diagram is necessary to sum up all contributions from
one-pion-nucleon cuts. Perturbatively, this is illustrated in Fig. 2.5: while
the diagram with three overlapping loops must be included in the self-energy
only once, its pole part should contain all three cut diagrams in Fig. 2.5 (plus
terms contributing above the N threshold and therefore excluded in our





 Our dressing procedure avoids dealing with the full-o-shell vertices
present in Eqs. (2.12). Indeed, as can be seen from Fig. 2.4, we need only
half-o-shell NN vertices throughout the iteration process. To calculate the
K matrix shown in Fig. 2.1, we also need only this type of vertices.
Through the use of the cutting rules and dispersion relations, properties
of unitarity and analyticity are exploited in the dressing procedure. In this
connection, the following remarks are in order.
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Im = + + + ...
Re ReRe Re
Figure 2.5: A contribution to the pole part of the self-energy diagram depicted in
Fig. 2.4. According to the dressing procedure, only the real parts of the form factors
describing the uncut part of the diagrams are taken into account, which is indicated by
the labels Re.
Unitarity









) at each iteration step implies that we take into account
only those contributions to the imaginary parts that come from one-pion-
nucleon intermediate states. Although this one-pion threshold contribution is
suÆcient to ensure the exact two-body unitarity in the K-matrix approach, the
dressing procedure for the vertices and propagators can be extended to take
into account eects of higher thresholds. This can be done either explicitly,
by computing diagrams with two or more loops
7
or eectively, by including
heavier baryon and meson degrees of freedom, such as the  resonance, the 
and  mesons. The latter approach is pursued in the extension of the model,
which is the subject of the next chapter.
Analyticity.
In principle, the use of the dispersion relations should guarantee that the form






to 1 along the real axis. However, the actual invariant functions





) regularizing the dispersion integrals. We neglect the residue
contributions from these singularities, which is justied if the bare form factor
has a large enough width, so that its singularities are removed from the region
of physical interest. This is supported by the tenet that the width of the form
factor should be larger than the masses of the mesons included explicitly.
7
Analyses of two-loop Feynman diagrams in which all particles have non-zero masses
have appeared in the literature recently, see [55] and references therein.
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2.4.3 Renormalization and regularization
The renormalized dressed nucleon propagator can be written as (this form
follows from the Dyson equation, see Eqs. (2.12)),
S(p) = ( /p  m  (p) + i0 )
 1
; (2.22)





  1)(/p  m)  Z
2
Æm : (2.23)








while the last two terms in Eq. (2.23) come from the counterterms in the
Lagrangian.
The construction of the counterterms is based on the usual renormalization
procedure [2] as explained by the following example. Let the Lagrangian,
written in terms of the \bare" elds, masses and coupling constant (bearing












































, the renormalized nu-
cleon massm = m
B





























Æm    (Z
2
  1) (i =@  m) 

: (2.26)
Because we encounter only cut pion lines during the iteration procedure (see
Fig. 2.4), we need only the pole contribution of the pion propagator. Those
contributions to the dressed NN vertex and nucleon propagator which con-
tain loop corrections to the pion propagator (such as the second diagram in
the lower part of Fig. 2.3) vanish below the three-nucleon threshold and are
therefore neglected. Hence, in our approach, the dressing of the pion propa-
gator does not have to be considered and the pion eld and mass need not be
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The renormalization constants Z
2































) = g, the physical pion-
nucleon coupling constant (we take g = 13:02 [19]). The left-hand side of
this condition is calculated at the kinematically forbidden point, where all
the external legs of the vertex are on the mass shell. However, this is of no
harm for the renormalization prescription. We could choose any convenient
renormalization point as long as the form factors calculated at that point
are real (see, e.g., [2], where the freedom of the choice of a renormalization
procedure is discussed in general).
In the context of the iteration procedure described in the previous section,
the constants Z
2
and Æm are chosen to provide the correct pole properties of
the converged propagator. This implies that the pole location and residue of
the propagator are o in the course of the rst few iterations. To check that
this feature is immaterial for the nal result, we applied also another solution
procedure. Its main dierence from the one described above is that the renor-
malization of the propagator is done at each iteration step by calculating the
renormalization constants Z
2








































which are the formal solution of the two rst equations in Eqs. (2.27), thereby
ensuring the correct pole properties at any iteration. We found that both
methods lead to identical results for the converged vertex and propagator.
The reason is that when convergence has been reached, a nonperturbative
solution for the dressed NN vertices and nucleon propagator has been ob-
tained. From this point of view, the intermediate steps in the iteration pro-
cedure are an irrelevant technical detail.
The loop integrals, or rather the dispersion integrals Eqs. (2.17,2.20), will














and must fall o
suÆciently fast at innity. In the numerical example discussed later we use




), see Eqs. (2.31,2.32).
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The cut-o function, associated with the bare vertex, is an input of our
model. A self-consistent procedure was presented in Ref. [56] to construct
meson-nucleon form factors where both nucleons in the vertex are on-shell and
the meson is o-shell. There, no phenomenological form factor was needed.
The approach of Ref. [56] amounts to solving a vertex equation which is
similar to that given in Eqs. (2.12), but without the bare vertex on the r.h.s.
It was shown in Ref. [52] that such an equation may have non-zero solutions
only provided the external nucleons are on the mass shell. By contrast, for
the construction of the K matrix in our approach, we need half-o-shell form




. Therefore, the presence of a bare vertex is necessary
in the present dressing procedure in order to obtain a nontrivial solution.
2.4.4 The hadronic dressing equations
When the above dressing procedure has converged, a solution of a system
of coupled integral equations has been found. Similar to Eqs. (2.12), these
equations describe the summation of an innite number of pion-nucleon loop
corrections to the free nucleon propagator and the bare NN vertex. In this
summation, the provisions necessary for the application of the dressed vertex
and propagator in the K-matrix approach are incorporated, as described in


















































































































































































where the following notation has been used. The regular and pole parts of the
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(p)) is given by the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.9) where





The regular part of the nucleon self-energy, denoted as 
R
(p), is given by





) used in Eq. (2.24). Since the renormalization constants Z
2
and Æm are real, the counterterm contribution does not enter in the pole part

I
(p) of the self-energy, and thus the expression for 
I
(p) is read o the





retained. The expression for the dressed nucleon propagator is given by the










renormalization constants are obtained by solving Eqs. (2.27).
Taking into account that each of the rst two (explicitly written) equa-
tions in Eqs. (2.30) contains two independent spinor structures, it is seen
that the system of dressing equations is neither under- nor over-determined,



























2.5 The T matrix up to one loop
Although in the T matrix an innite series of meson loops are included,
many features of the model can be illustrated at the one-loop level, see Fig. 2.6.
The T matrix can in general be written as a sum of a term which has a nucleon
pole, denoted by T
P
, and a regular term, T
NP
[57]. Iterating Eq. (2.5) up




as shown in the top part of
Fig. 2.6. The cut pion-nucleon loops imply including only the pole parts of
these loop integrals, whose contribution to the T matrix is written in terms of
purely imaginary invariant functions. The vertices and propagators that have




are given in the middle part of
Fig. 2.6 (up to one loop), where the counterterm contribution, explicitly shown
in Fig. 2.2, is assumed to be absorbed in the renormalized propagator. As
explained above, only the principal-value parts of the pion-nucleon loops are
included in the dressing through the application of the dispersion integrals to
the corresponding pole parts. These contributions contain only the real parts
of the invariant functions, as indicated explicitly in the gure. On substituting
the dressed propagator and vertices in the upper part of Fig. 2.6 and retaining
at most one loop corrections, one obtains the lower part of Fig. 2.6.
It is seen that T
(1)
P
contains loop corrections to the tree s-type diagram.
The pole (imaginary) parts of these loops are due to the iteration of the K













2, 3, ... Re loops




NP 2, 3, ... Im loops
2, 3, ... Im loops




, up to one
loop, in the model with nucleons and pions only. The notation is the same as in Fig. 2.4.
The imaginary parts of the loops (cut loop corrections) are due to iterating the K matrix;
the real parts are included through the use of dressed vertices and propagators in the K
matrix.
matrix, while the real parts come from the dressed propagator and vertices
used in the K matrix. Note that if the K matrix were constructed with the
free propagator and bare vertices (as is done in traditional K-matrix models),
the real parts of the loops would not be included in T
(1)
P
. It is also clear that
if the dressed propagator and vertices contained the pole parts of the loops
(or, equivalently, if the imaginary parts of the form factors and self-energy
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functions were retained in calculating the K matrix and also in subsequent
iteration steps of the dressing procedure), these pole parts would be double-
counted in the T matrix.
By contrast with T
(1)
P
, in the expansion for T
(1)
NP
some contributions are not
present which one would have expected from a solution of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation. In particular only the imaginary part of the rst loop correction on
the r.h.s. is generated and the corresponding real part is not. The absence of
this particular NN loop correction is one of the approximations intrinsic to
our procedure. In principle, it could be included as a contact term (in which
case the K matrix should also receive a contribution from the corresponding
crossed diagram to keep crossing symmetry) which, for simplicity, has been




crossing symmetry of the full amplitude. Due to kinematics, the pole terms
corresponding to these three loop corrections vanish.
The above analysis becomes quite lengthy at the two-loop level, resulting
however in similar conclusions about the structure of the amplitude: both




limited set of diagrams is included in T
(2)
NP
. Nevertheless, no double counting
is done and crossing symmetry is maintained.
Now we can present the second reason for the truncation of the crossed-
loop diagrams of the type shown in the lower part of Fig. 2.3 from the dressing
procedure (the rst reason { that of calculational tractability { was mentioned
in Subsection 2.4.1). Such terms do not have to be included in the dressing
procedure because their pole parts are not generated by iterating the K ma-
trix. The diagrams retained in the dressing equations Eqs. (2.30) are suÆ-
cient to yield the principal-value parts of exactly the same loop corrections as
those whose pole parts are generated in the one-particle reducible diagrams
contributing to the T matrix.
The omission of certain one-particle irreducible diagrams in T
NP
, such as




precludes the exact analyticity of the T matrix
8
. When considering Compton
scattering in Chapter 4, we will show that this violation of analyticity can be
mitigated in the important region near the pion production threshold by in-
troducing a NN contact term which accounts for the non-pole contribution
of the handbag two-photon diagram.
8
In fact, diÆculties in constructing a T matrix possessing all three properties of unitarity,
analyticity and crossing symmetry are of a rather general origin, as has been pointed out
in Refs. [58].
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2.6 Numerical example (nucleons and pions only)
To show eects of the dressing, we discuss numerical results for the NN
vertex and nucleon self-energy calculated in the dressing procedure including
only nucleons and pions. Two sets of calculations were done, corresponding

























































) is taken from Ref. [24], where it was
used as an o-shell form factor in a model for pion-nucleon scattering. We
















reduces by factor two comparing to its maximum value f . A typical energy





  m. For the calculations






















2d ln 2 ; (2.34)
respectively.
The convergence of the iteration procedure was considered achieved at
step m if all the results of steps m+ 1; : : : ;m+ 20 were identical to those of
the step m up to six signicant digits. With this strong criterion, convergence
was reached after about 100 iterations. We mention that, for example, the
self-energy after 10 iterations diers still quite noticeably from the converged
result.
We nd that the iteration procedure satises the above convergence cri-
terion only if   
c





), and if d  d
c






The corresponding \critical" values for the half-widths can be inferred from












) = 1:33 GeV
2
.
Note that the typical energy scales associated with these bare form factors,
0:53 GeV and 0:55 GeV, respectively, are larger than the mass of the pion,
m

= 0:138 GeV. This fact is important as it warrants the omission of the
residues of the singularities of the bare form factor from the dispersion rela-
tions (see remark Analyticity in Section 2.4.2). Even if we imposed a milder
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bounded from above (see the next chapter).
Results of calculations are presented below for the following two cases:
Case (I) Using the cut-o function Eq. (2.31), where  = 
c
= 1:7 GeV;
Case (II) Using the cut-o function Eq. (2.32), where d = d
c
= 1:65.
As stated above, the constants f; Z
2
and Æm are chosen to satisfy Eqs. (2.27).
The values of these constants for cases (I) and (II) are given in Table 2.1. A
Table 2.1: Values of the renormalization constants f; Z
2
and Æm for the two choices








(I) 12.70 0.842  61:4
(II) 12.71 0.842  58:9
comparison of results obtained with the two dierent cut-o functions show
how these reect in the nal results. The nonperturbative aspect is stressed by
comparing the results of the rst iteration (basically a one-loop calculation)
with those of the converged calculation. It should be borne in mind that the
results presented in this chapter are obtained in the simplied version of the
model in which only the nucleon and pion degrees of freedom are included.
For this reason, we postpone a comparison of pion-nucleon phase shifts with
experiment until the next chapter where the results of the full model, including
the  and  mesons and the  resonance, will be given.
2.6.1 NN form factors (nucleons and pions only)








) are shown in
Fig. 2.7. The results of calculations for the two cut-o functions in Eq. (2.31)
and Eq. (2.32) are shown next to each other. For case (II) the tails of the
form factors at large o-shellness are suppressed due to the exponential in
the cut-o function. Independent of the choice of the cut-o function, there
is a marked dierence in the results of the rst iteration and the converged
results for the pseudovector form factor. The reason for this dierence is the
small pseudoscalar component of the nal form factor. The converged and
rst iteration results for the pseudoscalar form factor dier much less, as can
be seen from the bottom panels of Fig. 2.7.
The real parts of the form factors are shown in Fig. 2.8. The top pan-




) (the solid line) together with










CASE (I) CASE (II)















Figure 2.7: The imaginary parts of the pseudovector and pseudoscalar NN form fac-
tors as functions of the momentum squared of the o-shell nucleon, dened in Eq. (2.10),
in the calculation with pion and nucleon degrees of freedom only. The calculations are
done using the two cut-o functions Eq. (2.31) (the left panels) and Eq. (2.32) (the right
panels). The drawn (dotted) curves show the converged (rst iteration) results.





) (the dotted line) which equals the










), and only a small part comes
from the loop corrections. This manifests itself also in the small dierence
between the constant f and the physical coupling constant g, as can be read
from Table 2.1. We conclude that, in the present model, the shape of the
converged form factor G
V
depends strongly on the introduced cut-o func-
tion. The middle panels of Fig. 2.8 give more insight in the role of the pion





rst iteration (the dashed line) is shown together with the converged result
(the solid line). Since the zeroth iteration vertex is chosen purely pseudovec-














)) which is the dressing contribution to the real
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Figure 2.8: The real parts of the pseudovector and pseudoscalar NN form factors
as functions of the momentum squared of the o-shell nucleon, in the calculation with
pion and nucleon degrees of freedom only. In the top panels the zeroth iteration and the
converged form factors are given (the left and right panels and the curves are explained
in Fig. 2.7 and in the text). In the middle panels the converged results and those of the
rst iteration are shown for the pseudoscalar form factor and the loop contribution to
the pseudovector form factor. The bottom panels show the ratio of the pseudoscalar and
pseudovector form factors.
part of the pseudovector form factor (the dash-dotted and dotted lines for the
rst iteration and the converged result, respectively). Note that the deviation
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of the nonperturbative result form that of the rst iteration is considerable

















)=g is about 2 % for both cases (I) and (II)), but becomes
larger at higher p
2




) decreases for case (II) faster than for




) for the two cases is comparable.









for case (II) than for case (I).
We remark that admixtures of the pseudovector and pseudoscalar pion-
nucleon couplings have been studied in the past in connection with the NN ,
N scattering processes and pion photoproduction, where the vertex has
been determined by adjusting phenomenological parameters to t data (see
Refs. [32, 24, 16, 28]). In those calculations the admixture is assumed to be
constant. Instead, the present results indicate that the ratio is strongly de-
pendent on the momentum of the o-shell nucleon. Evidence for considerable
pseudoscalar admixtures for far o-shell momenta has also been observed in
calculations of pion photoproduction [33].
2.6.2 Nucleon self-energy (nucleons and pions only)





are shown in Figs. 2.9 and 2.10, respectively. The solid (dotted) lines are
the converged (rst iteration) results. One can see that these functions ap-
proach zero faster for case (II) than for case (I). This is entailed by the





) for case (II) as opposed to case (I) (see Fig. 2.8).
The dierence between the converged results and those of the rst itera-
tion is substantial, especially for the function B(p
2









Æm is negative and equals  61:4 MeV
for case (I) and  58:9 MeV for case (II), see Table 2.1. Please note that had
we chosen smaller values for the cut-o width, these self-energy corrections
would have been less. For comparison, we mention that the contribution to
the nucleon mass shift from one-pion loop calculated in the baryon chiral





), one can calculate the spectral func-
tion of the self-energy T (W ) from Eq. (A.9). Fig. 2.11 shows this spectral
function for the two cases considered (the upper and lower panels). The
dotted and dash-dotted lines are, respectively, the rst iteration and the con-




) diers considerably from
ImB(p
2
), having the opposite sign at some momenta squared (see Fig. 2.9),
the spectral function remains positive for all iterations (as it should). The































in Eq. (2.24), calculated in the model with nucleon and pions only. The explanation of
the panels and curves is the same as in Fig. 2.7.
spectral function of the nucleon propagator (which is simply related to the
self-energy spectral function T ) was considered in Refs. [60] whose approach
is, however, dierent from the present work. In particular, there the ver-
tex was parametrized rather than dressed simultaneously with the nucleon
propagator.
2.7 Summary
We have presented the dressing procedure for the nucleon self-energy and
the half-o-shell NN vertex, which are the principal building blocks of the
K matrix for pion-nucleon scattering. We have utilized a simplied model
comprising the degrees of freedom which are most essential to explain the
procedure, the nucleon and the pion. The dressing is a converging iteration

































tions to calculate the principal-value parts of pion loop corrections to a bare
form factor. The latter has to be introduced as part of the regularization
procedure.
We observe a large dierence between one-loop and the converged results.
We found that in our model there exists a critical half-width below which a
nonperturbative solution for the NN form factors and nucleon self-energy
functions can be obtained. Even though the dressed vertex near threshold
is largely pseudovector in nature, we nd a pseudoscalar admixture which
depends on the momentum squared of the o-shell nucleon.
As a result of constructing the K matrix out of the dressed NN ver-
tices and nucleon propagators, the s-type diagram for the T matrix contains
both pole and principal-value parts of pion-nucleon corrections. Since these
principal-value parts are calculated from dispersion integrals in the dressing
procedure, we incorporate constraints due to the analyticity properties of the
form factors and self-energy functions. Lest analyticity of the solution of the



































Figure 2.11: The self-energy spectral function T (W ) as function of invariant mass
of the nucleon, obtained in the model with nucleons and pions only. The curves are
explained in the text.
dressed equations be broken, we choose the width of the bare form factor
larger than the scale due to the explicitly included mesons (which is the pion,
in the model of this chapter).
Appendix A: The nucleon self-energy
To calculate the imaginary parts of the self-energy functions, we need to
evaluate the pole contribution I
pole
(p) as given in Eq. (2.16). In general the










































. Hence, one may write
I
pole
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), with the Kallen function dened as (x; y; z) 
(x   y   z)
2








), the imaginary parts of the self-energy functions





























































































































































































































found by applying dispersion relations Eq. (2.17), where all integrals are done
numerically.
The inverse of the dressed nucleon propagator is written as (retaining only












































34 Chapter 2: Dressing in a K-matrix approach
To introduce the spectral function of the self-energy, we rst write the
loop contribution to the self-energy in the form

L
(p) = (W )P
+





(p) = (/p +W )=(2W ) are the projectors on positive- and negative-





self-energy spectral function can now be dened as [11]
T (W ) = 
1

Im (W ) : (A.8)
Equating the r.h.s. of Eq. (A.7) and the form of 
L
(p) from Eq. (2.24) yields
for the spectral function











Appendix B: The NN form factors
The calculation of the imaginary parts of the form factors can be reduced
to computing one-dimensional integrals which are done numerically. First
consider the integral on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.19). J
pole






















are scalars in spinor space, and a possible rank-2











is proportional to only the vector p

. Following the same argumentation as






















































































Appendix B: The NN form factors 35
where f is any function for which the integrals exist,  and  are given by















































































































































































































Since for a given f in Eqs. (B.2-B.5) the K
i
are functions of p
2
only, Eqs. (B.7,
B.8,B.1) show that J
pole
depends only on the Lorentz vector p and does not
depend on p
0
as it might appear from the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.19).
























































are given by Eqs. (B.7) and (B.8). Finally, Eq. (2.20) is
applied to obtain the real parts of the the form factors at the (n+1)st iteration
step.
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